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ABSTRACT 

The Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one of the core 

technologies to form the future networks. As WSN consisting 

of several sink nodes and sensor nodes, while it have many 

advantages, such as the compact size and the low cost, 

corresponding constraints on resources can result. The 

greatest challenge among all is that distinguishing and 

revoking compromised sensors. Traditional techniques are 

used for keys pre-distributed among the sinks and sensors for 

pair wise key establishment and authentication. But this is not 

that much effective to provide authentication and due to this 

reason nodes are compromised. To overcome above 

mentioned  problem, new framework was designed. The basic 

work in  it is that to allow a three-tier general framework, use 

of any pair wise key pre-distribution scheme. The scheme 

requires two separate polynomial pools: the mobile 

polynomial pool and the static polynomial pool. Keys from 

this pool are used to strengthened the authentication 

mechanism between sink and node. For enhancing this, one 

way chain applied on pre-distributed password. This process 

has low computational cost and will increase the network 

resilience. In this process, there is possibility of actual data 

compromise and sink will not get requested data. Thereby 

employed, message digests to achieve data integrity by 

applying complex math on data to ensure that this data has not 

been tampered with on route to its final destination. Through 

detailed analysis, we will show that integrity of whole 

framework improves and assures the accuracy and 

consistency of data over its entire lifecycle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Security, trust, and authentication are important issues for 

wireless sensor networks, especially as they become more 

widely used for industrial control and monitoring applications 

[2]. A WSN is typically composed of numerous tiny energy-

constrained sensor nodes with limited information processing 

and data storage capabilities. As the wireless sensor networks 

consist of number of nodes, that nodes are of low power, low 

cost and which communicate wirelessly, having capability of 

sensing, processing and communication. Often that sensed 

data is needed to send back to base station for analysis. 

Communication between sensor and base station increases 

distance and results in more energy consumption by which 

network lifetime reduces.  

In many cases sensors containing critical information which 

are transmitted over network. For this reason security 

becomes important factor while communicating over network. 

So security services are needed such as authentication and 

pair wise key establishment [5]. Traditional system such 

asymmetric key used for maintaining security but keys used in 

communication are having high cost for storage. In this 

process computation cost becomes high. In this case we need 

to discover some new technique which is having low storage 

and computational cost. 

 

 Figure 1: Three tier security framework 

For this reason new framework was developed that permits 

the use of any pair wise key pre-distribution scheme as its 

basic tool to provide node authentication and pair wise key 

establishment between sensor nodes and MS’s. This 

framework is also known as three tier security framework 

shown in figure 1.In the new security framework [1], a small 

fraction of the preselected sensor nodes which are called as 

stationary access nodes, that act as authentication access 

points to the network that trigger the sensor nodes to transmit 

their aggregated data to mobile sinks. A mobile sink sends 

data request messages to the sensor nodes via a stationary 

access node. These data request messages from the mobile 

sink will initiate the stationary access node to trigger sensor 

nodes, which transmit their data to the requested mobile sink. 

The scheme uses two separate polynomial pools: the mobile 

polynomial pool and the static polynomial pool. Polynomials 

from the mobile polynomial pool are used to establish the 

authentication between mobile sinks (MS) and stationary 

access nodes (SAN), which will enable these mobile sinks to 

access the sensor network for data gathering. Polynomials 

from the static polynomial pool are used to ascertain the 

authentication and keys setup between the sensor nodes (SN) 
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and stationary access nodes. The keys can be distributed in the 

pool by using polynomial pool based key pre-distribution 

technique. After key pre-distribution, mobile sink sends 

request to sensor node for data. This request is forwarded to 

the mobile sink specified by senor node. In this process path is 

established between sensor node and mobile sink by matching 

the key pair. First key pair is matched between SN and SAN, 

after this it is matched SAN and MS. This establishes secure 

path between themselves that means only authenticated nodes 

can communicate in the network. The advantage of using 

separate pools is that mobile sink authentication is 

independent of the key distribution scheme used to connect 

the sensor network. To make the three-tier security scheme 

more robust against attack, we have strengthened the 

authentication mechanism between the stationary access 

nodes and sensor nodes using one-way hash chains algorithm 

in conjunction with the static polynomial pool-based scheme 

considered as enhanced three tier security. Mobile sink 

receives secure data only when it is assured that the data is 

secure. For this reason integrity of data is maintained by using 

message digest SHA-2 which is cryptographic hash function 

and that is resistant to computational attacks. 

2.  MOTIVATION 
There are different security schemes which provide 

authentication and pair wise keys establishment between 

communicating nodes. These security schemes usually offer 

network tolerance to nodes capture. They were widely known 

as general key agreement schemes, there are three types of 

general key agreement schemes: 

1. Trusted-server scheme 

2. Self-enforcing scheme 

3. Key pre-distribution scheme 

The trusted-server scheme uses a trusted server which is 

responsible for key agreement between nodes & this type of 

scheme is not suitable for sensor networks. So there is no 

trusted infrastructure in sensor networks. Next scheme is self-

enforcing scheme which depends on asymmetric 

cryptography, such as key agreement using public key 

certificates. This scheme is having limited computation and 

energy resources of sensor nodes often make it undesirable to 

use public key algorithms. The third type of key agreement 

scheme is key pre-distribution [5], [6], [7], [8], [10], [11], [12] 

where before deployment key information is distributed 

among all sensor nodes. 

The simplest scheme of key pre-distribution is to use a global 

pre-shared among the MS and sensor nodes. This scheme is 

not favorable against node capture and mobile sink replication 

attack also offer very low network resilience. Since the 

capture of a single sensor will lead an attacker to get hold of 

the pre-shared key and then be able to lunch a wide range 

network mobile sink replication attack. Eschenauer and Gilgor 

[5] proposed a more robust scheme against node capture 

known as probabilistic key pre-distribution scheme. 

Before deployment a set of keys was randomly given to each 

sensor node from static pool. The same static pool was 

maintained so there is possibility of sharing atleast one 

common key. So any two sensors have a certain probability of 

sharing at least one common key. Chan et al. [6], [8] further  

this idea was extended and designed two key pre-distribution 

schemes, that are Q-composite key pre-distribution scheme 

and random pair wise keys scheme. The Q-composite key pre-

distribution scheme also uses a key pool but requires two 

sensor nodes compute a pair wise key from at least Q pre-

distributed keys they share. The random pair wise keys 

scheme randomly picks pairs of sensor nodes and assigns each 

pair a unique random key. Both schemes improve the security 

over the basic probabilistic key pre-distribution scheme. The 

main drawbacks in both the probabilistic key pre-distribution 

scheme and the Q-composite scheme are high communication 

overhead and as the number of compromised nodes increases, 

the fraction of affected pair wise keys increases quickly. This 

results in, small fraction of compromised nodes may 

compromise large number of keys and that keys are in pair. 

An enhanced scheme using the t-degree bivariate key 

polynomial was proposed by Liu and Ning [7]. They develop 

a general framework for pair wise key establishment using 

polynomial pool-based key pre-distribution protocol and the 

probabilistic key distribution. Their scheme provides higher 

networks resiliency to nodes capture compared to the global 

pre-shared key, the probabilistic key pre-distribution scheme, 

and the Q-composite scheme, it can only tolerate no more 

than t compromised nodes, where the value of t is limited by 

the memory available in sensor nodes. Therefore, we consider 

the polynomial pool-based key pre-distribution scheme as the 

basic component in our proposed schemes for network 

resiliency and low communication overhead against nodes 

capture. 

3. RELATED WORK 
For authentication there are different basic schemes, which 

are used to distribute the keys between the nodes but to secure 

the three tier network framework[1] separate key pools used, 

one for the mobile sink to access the network, and one for 

pairwise key establishment between the sensors in which 

polynomial pool based key pre-distribution technique used. 

This technique uses a pool of randomly generated 

polynomials and provides higher network’s resiliency to 

nodes capture, where as in Q composite & random key pre-

distribution [6], [8] can only tolerate no more than t 

compromised nodes. For key generation this polynomial plays 

an important role. With the help of polynomial keys are 

generated and some pool is maintained which will helpful for 

authenticating the nodes. Key distribution working within 

nodes is shown in the figure 2. 

The set of keys are given randomly to the node. For node 

authentication mobile sink and stationary access node 

matching key pair from their pre-distributed keys likewise 

same key matching is done between the stationary access 

node and sensor node. Depending on this secure path will be 

established in which data will be sent to the mobile sink from 

sensor node. Enhanced security is provided between sensors 

by applying one way hash chain on pre-distributed password. 

For this MD5 one way hash function is used. Data integrity is 

maintained while sending data. 
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Figure 2: Path establishment 

In this, mobile sink can assure about the data which is not 

replicated, secure and received from requested destination. 

Message digests achieve data integrity by applying complex 

math on data to ensure that this data has not been tampered 

with on route to its final destination. 

4. PROPOSED MODEL 
Once the nodes are authenticated, with the help of three tier 

security framework, it is assured that mobile sink can 

establish secure connection with the sensor can request for the 

data or any required information. According to request 

integrated data forwarded back to mobile by sensor node by 

using message digest. This is one way hash function which 

provides integrity of data.  

4.1 Model  
Following figure 3 shows architecture of the proposed system. 

There are different actors in system such as Mobile sink, 

sensor node, and stationary access node. First keys are 

generated by using polynomial pool based key pre-

distribution technique and that keys are placed in separate 

pool. From that pool keys are distributed to nodes. Those 

pools are mobile pool (|M|) and static pool (|S|). Ks Keys from 

static pool are given to the sensor node and Ks-1 keys to 

stationary access node, likewise Km keys given to mobile sink 

and 1 key given to stationary access node for improving 

complexity of key guessing for attacker. By using this key 

secure path is established in which communication is 

performed. 

Enhanced security provided through one way hash function 

and data integrity through message digest. This message 

digest class provides applications the functionality of a 

message digest algorithm, such as SHA-1 or SHA-256. 

message digests are secure one-way hash functions that take 

arbitrary-sized data and output a fixed-length hash value. A 

message digest object starts out initialized. The data is 

processed through it using the update methods. At any point 

reset can be called to reset the digest. Once all the data to be 

updated has been updated, one of the digest methods should 

be called to complete the hash computation. The digest 

method can be called once for a given number of updates. 

After digest has been called, the message digest object is reset 

to its initialized state. Sha256 is one of the novel one way 

hash function computed with 32- and 64-bit words, 

respectively. They use different shift amounts and additive 

constants. One iteration in a SHA-2 family compression 

function. 

Let, Requested data is D which is having of k bits. 

Requirements are, 

1.  SHA2 ( D_S ) = HMAC   

 where, D_S = Data at sensor node. 

2.  SHA2 ( D_MS ) = HMAC   

 where, D_MS = Data at Mobile Sink node. 

3.  Length of HMAC should be 256 bits. 

4.  HMAC of D_S & HMAC of D_MS should be same. 

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/security/MessageDigest.html#update%28byte%29
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/security/MessageDigest.html#reset%28%29
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/security/MessageDigest.html#digest%28%29
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Figure 3: Architecture of system 

HMAC (K , m) = H((K ⊕ opad) ∥ H((K ⊕ ipad) ∥ m))  

Where, 

HMAC is the generated Mac. 

  K is the Key 

M is the message to be encrypted.  

⊕ is x-or function. 

  ||  is the concatenation. 

 opad is the outer padding (0x5c5c5c…5c5c, one-

block-long hexadecimal constant), 

  ipad is the inner padding (0x363636…3636, one-

block-long hexadecimal constant). 

4.2 Algorithm 

Notation:  

 Sensor node – u;  

 Mobile Sink node – v;  

 Stationary Access Node – a. 

Step I. Key Pre-distribution 

1. Generate Mobile Polynomial Pool called 

M of size |M| 

2. Generate Static Polynomial Pool called S 

of size |S| 

3. Randomly give Km (Km >1) from M to 

each v 

4. Randomly give 1 polynomial from M to 

each a 

5. Randomly give subset of Ks  from S to 

each u 

6. Randomly give (KS -1) from S to each a 

 

Step II. Node identification 

 

7. u finds a such that; a can establish pair 

wise key with both  v & u 

If(direct key establishment) 

{ 

1. v sends K c (encrypted 

using K v a) to a 

2. a receive message & share 

pair wise key with u  

3. a  sends K c (encrypted 

using K a u) to u 

} 

Else 

{ 

1. Find the intermediate 

sensor node. 

2. Establish pair wise key 

with help of intermediate 

sensor node. 

3. Establish direct 

communication using other 

sensor node. 

} 

 

Step III. Enhanced 3-tier 

 

8. Generate password based pool W 

9. For each u 

{ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hexadecimal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hexadecimal
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 Randomly choose Gs subset 

from W 

 For each Pwi of Gs 

 { 

  Calculate Hr (Pwi) and 

load in node u.    //rth hash value of Pwi 

 }  

} 

10. For each a 

{ 

 Randomly choose Ga subset 

from W 

 For each Pwi of Ga 

 { 

  Calculate Hr-1 (Pwi) 

and load in node a.    //r-1th hash value of 

Pwi 

 }  

} 

11. To match  

If (u & a has common static polynomial) 

{ 

 Verify a & u such that :  

 H(Hr-1 (Pwi)) = Hr (Pwi)  

 } 

 

Step IV. Integrity of Data 

 

 Suppose u, a & v are the nodes which share M, 

S & Wf 

 Node u generate the MAC (Message 

Authentication Code) from Data using SHA2. 

 u sends Data with MAC to a 

 a forward data with MAC to v. 

 v generate MAC from Data. 

If( Received_MAC == Generated_MAC) 

{ 

 Accept the Data. 

} 

else{ 

 Discard the Data. 

} 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

A general three-tier security framework used for 

authentication and pair wise key establishment between 

mobile sinks and sensor nodes. It uses polynomial pool-based 

key pre-distribution scheme which is having pool of 

polynomials that used to generate set of keys which results, 

improved network performance compared to the single 

polynomial pool-based key pre-distribution approach. Using 

two separate key pools and having few stationary access 

nodes carrying polynomials from the mobile pool in the 

network reduces node capture from attacker. Security 

performance of the stationary access node strengthened by 

using authentication mechanism between stationary access 

nodes and sensor nodes. The one-way hash chains algorithm 

used in conjunction with the static polynomial pool-based 

scheme and randomly generated passwords is to enhance the 

authentication. 

Further the security performance of the proposed scheme 

improved with help of message digest SHA-2. This 

cryptographic one way function applies message 

authentication code on the data to improve integrity. 
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